Deep-seated huge hibernoma of soft tissue: a rare differential diagnosis of atypical lipomatous tumor/well differentiated liposarcoma
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Abstract: Background: Hibernoma is a rare benign fat-forming soft tissue tumor that differentiates similar to brown fat, hence an origin from remnants of fetal brown adipose tissue has been proposed. Mainly young adults are affected, usually without significant clinical symptoms. Material and methods: We report on four patients with hibernomas, who were treated at our hospital during the last 10 years. The clinicopathologic and immunohistochemical features are presented and treatment and follow-up data discussed. Results: Patients were 2 women and 2 men aged 21-67 years (mean: 45 yrs) who presented with a slowly growing, painless mass. The anatomic location was the thigh, upper arm, lateral thoracic wall and paravertebral soft tissue. Two of them were diagnosed preoperatively through a percutaneous core needle biopsy and the other two underwent surgery because of high clinical and radiological suspicion of liposarcoma. The tumor’s size ranged from 7 cm to 15.5 cm (mean: 11 cm). All were deep-seated subfascial intramuscular masses. Histologically, all four tumors were of the typical variant. All patients underwent a R0-surgical resection of the tumor and they were recurrence-free at last follow-up (mean: 47 months; range: 25-87). Conclusion: Hibernoma may present as huge deep intramuscular soft tissue mass in adults, closely mimicking well differentiated liposarcoma and should be considered in the differential diagnosis of fatty soft tissue tumors in any location. Surgical excision is the treatment of choice. The tumor has no malignant or recurrence potential.
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Introduction

Hibernoma is a rare benign adipocytic tumor that differentiates similar to brown fat, hence an origin from remnants of fetal brown adipose tissue has been proposed. Since its first description by Merkel in 1906 [1], and proposal of the term hibernoma by Gery in 1914 [2], more than 500 cases have been reported in the literature [3]. The tumor’s name reflects the morphologic similarity of the tumor cells to the cells of hibernating animals.

Unlike benign tumors originated from white adipose tissue (lipomas), hibernomas are strictly uncommon. Their peculiar brownish color reflects the presence of numerous cytoplasmic mitochondria, with high concentration of cytochrome pigments [3]. Histologically, hibernomas are composed mainly of brown fat cells with granular, multivacuolated cytoplasm in addition to varying amounts of white fat cells, spindled cells and myxoid stroma. This highly variable composition makes hibernomas similarly variable on imaging and was the base for recognition of main four histological subtypes (typical, lipoma-like, myxoid and spindle cell variants) [4].

Hibernomas occurs predominantly in young adults in a wide variety of locations, particularly at sites where brown fat persists beyond fetal life. The most common locations are the thigh, trunk, upper extremity, shoulder, axilla, back, and the head and neck area [3]. Symptoms are mainly related to the presence of a mass or impingement upon adjacent structures. If completely excised, hibernomas have not been
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reported to recur, and malignant transformation has not been unequivocally documented [3]. Herein, we report our experience with 4 cases of hibernomas that presented as huge deep-seated subfascial soft tissue masses closely mimicking well differentiated liposarcoma/atypical lipomatous tumor on preoperative assessment. We discuss their diagnosis, management and prognosis in the light of the literature.

Material and methods

We retrospectively reviewed all patients treated for hibernoma at our institution over the last 10 years. All patients had magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) prior to biopsy and surgery, the MRI protocol contained T1-w, T2-w and T1-w images after contrast material (Gadolinium-chelates) with or without fat suppression. Diagnosis was verified according to currently applied diagnosis criteria [5]. Clinical and pathological records were reviewed and data from cooperating hospitals and general practitioners were included. Patient’s age and sex, past medical history, preoperative symptoms, diagnostic work-up, tumor localization and characteristics, surgical therapy, morphological variant (typical, lipoma-like myxoid, spindle cell) and selected immunohistochemical markers were assessed. Follow-up information was obtained from the patients’ medical records, the patients’ physicians and the patients themselves. Immunohistochemical staining was per-

Table 1. Clinicopathological features of the hibernoma cases

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>n</th>
<th>gender</th>
<th>age</th>
<th>localisation</th>
<th>treatment</th>
<th>tumor size (mm)</th>
<th>follow-up (months)</th>
<th>outcome</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>female</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>paravertebral</td>
<td>surgical excision</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>ANED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>male</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>lateral thoracic wall</td>
<td>surgical excision</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>ANED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>male</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>thigh</td>
<td>surgical excision</td>
<td>155</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>ANED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>female</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>upper arm</td>
<td>surgical excision</td>
<td>135</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>ANED</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ANED=alive with no evidence of disease.

Figure 1. A: 46 year old woman with hibernoma of the left arm. T1-w and T2-w images show a well circumscribed lesion with a high SI similar to the subcutaneous fat. Within the lesion fine septa can be delineated and a small contrast enhanced vessel (arrow T1-w Gd axial). On STIR images, the hibernoma has higher and more inhomogeneous SI as compared to subcutaneous fat. B: 47 year old man with hibernoma of the left thigh. T1-w and T2-w images show a well circumscribed lesion with a high SI similar to the subcutaneous fat. Within the lesion fine septa can be delineated with a small spotty area of contrast enhancement (arrow T1-w Gd axial). On STIR images, this hibernoma demonstrates similar SI like subcutaneous fat with high signal intensity streaks of fibrovascular tissue. C: The ultrasound image demonstrates a well circumscribed slightly inhomogeneous mass with a biopsy needle in place. The small arrow points to a vessel within a septum.
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formed on freshly cut 2-µm paraffin sections using a Ventana automated system (VANTAGE) and the following antibodies: protein S-100 (polyclonal), CD34, CDK4 and MDM2 (sources of antibodies, reagents and staining protocols are available upon request).

Results

Clinical features

The clinical features of the cases are summarized in Table 1. There were 2 females and 2 males with an age ranged between 21 and 69 years (mean: 45.5). None had positive drug or tobacco history, history of irradiation of the tumor site or other relevant clinical history. The anatomic locations were the thigh, upper arm, lateral thoracic wall and paravertebral soft tissue. The majority of tumors presented as slowly enlarging painless masses. Laboratory data, including complete blood count, blood chemistry and coagulation profiles were normal in all cases.

MRI (performed in all cases) demonstrated well circumscribed lesions with predominantly fat equivalent signal intensity (SI). The lesions showed high SI on T1-w and T2-w TSE (turbo-spin echo) images and marked SI loss with fat suppression. In contrast to subcutaneous fat or lipoma, the lesions contained a variable amount of streaks and septations of intermediate SI that demonstrated increased SI after contrast material injection (Figure 1A, 1B). Inhomogeneity within the texture of the adipose tissue could also be detected. Two patients with extremity tumors underwent a preoperative ultrasound-guided core needle biopsy (Figure 1C). Diagnosis on core needle biopsy was “hibernoma” in one case and “lipomatous neoplasm, suspicious for atypical lipomatous tumor” in the other case. The tumor size ranged from 7 cm to 15.5 cm (mean: 11 cm). Surgical margins were free of tumor tissue (R0) in all cases. Postoperative course was uneventful. Follow-up was obtained for all cases over a mean interval of 47 months (range 25-87); all were alive and free of disease with no evidence of local recurrence or metastases.

Pathological findings

Grossly, all tumors presented as large well circumscribed encapsulated soft tissue masses of soft fleshy consistency (Figure 2A). The cut-surface was brown-yellow with lobulated appearance (Figure 2B). Infiltrative growth and/or satellite nodules were not seen at the periphery. Histologically, the tumor showed an intimate admixture of palely staining univacuolated fat cells and eosinophilic multivacuolated hibernoma cells (Figure 3). The eosinophilic cells comprised at least 30 of the tumor cells but they were generally dominating. They displayed deeply eosinophilic granular cytoplasm with well defined cell borders. Occasional multivacuolated fat cells were reminiscent of lipoblasts but true lipoblasts were not seen. There was no atypical bizarre stromal cell or multinucleated giant cells and mitotic figures were not detected. Immunohistochemistry showed expression of protein S100. The tumor cells were negative consistently for CD34, CDK4 and MDM2 in all cases.
Discussion

Hibernomas are rare neoplasms of adults that account for ~1.6% of benign lipomatous tumors [3]. The peak incidence occurs during the 3rd and 4th decade of life, with a wide age range (2-75 years). The reported gender distribution varied from a slight female predilection in older reports to a clear-cut overrepresentation of men in the Armed forces Institute of Pathology (AFIP) series (99 of 170 cases) [3]. Although the location of these tumors was generally thought to parallel the distribution of brown fat in humans, almost one third of the AFIP cases occurred in the thigh and not in sites well known to harbor residual embryonic brown fat. Furthermore, hibernoma is exceptionally rare in children (a single pediatric case reported prior to 2001 [6] and only 9 of 170 AFIP cases occurred before 18 years of age [3]), thus sharply contrasting with the high frequency of brown fat in childhood. These observations make an altered differentiation pathway in the fatty cells of hibernoma rather than true origin from brown fat more plausible [3]. Thus, hibernoma should be defined as a “benign adipocytic tumor with differentiation similar to brown fat” and not as a tumor arising from brown fat. It has been proposed that brown fat is most closely related to the skeletal muscle rather than the white adipose tissue [7, 8], which could explain the more common location of hibernomas in the thigh and frequent intramuscular cases at this site. Interestingly, only 2 of 170 cases in the AFIP series were in the breast in sharp contrast to the first description of the entity as a breast tumor [1].

Clinically, the typical presentation is that of a slow growing, progressive, painless soft-tissue mass with a mean size of 9 cm (range, 1-24 cm). The average duration of the tumor prior to
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diagnosis was 30.6 months [3]. Localized tenderness is rare. Symptoms are present only when compression of adjacent structures exists. Some cases represented incidental findings during investigations for other diseases [3, 4, 9]. Physical examination often suggests a lipoma. Significant weight loss was also described in rare cases and was attributed to excessive thermogenesis by the tumor tissue [10]. Rare cases displayed a rapid increase in size (as large as 24 cm) [3].

Deep-seated (intramuscular) hibernomas are uncommon (19/170 in the AFIP series) [3]. A majority of intramuscular cases corresponded to the classical variant and only 4 were lipoma-like but none was of spindle cell-type. Our cases were all deep-seated intramuscular masses and showed typical hibernoma histology. Based on the observation that a majority of subfascial soft tissue masses turn out to be malignant, it is this uncommon intramuscular hibernoma variant that closely mimics liposarcoma preoperatively. Conventional radiography often demonstrates a radiolucent mass or swelling with no osseous abnormalities or mineralization. On ultrasonography (first diagnostic step for most of palpable soft-tissue masses), hibernomas are described as well-circumscribed lesions with an echotexture ranging from hypo- to hyperechoic appearance, depending on the content of regular fat. Large feeding vessels on the surface and within septa of the hibernoma may be noted on Doppler ultrasound [11, 12].

On computed tomography (CT), they are seen as well-defined intermuscular, intramuscular, subcutaneous or retroperitoneal heterogeneous low-density lesions, with predominantly negative HU values. Internal septations and sometimes an intratumoral vessel can be depicted after intravenous contrast administration [13].

On MRI, fat equivalent SI is characteristic with high SI on both T1- and T2-weighted TSE images. Fat suppression techniques usually result in a marked SI reduction, but depending on the tissue composition and the ratio of regular (yellow) to brown fat, this SI reduction is less than that of subcutaneous fat. After contrast material injection, spotty areas of high SI as well as vessels can be depicted [12, 14]. Prominent fibrovascular septa are most probably responsible for the heterogeneity of MRI signal within the lesion [7, 8, 15]. Using these imaging characteristics, the diagnosis of hibernoma may be suggested [16-20], but they overlap with those of well differentiated liposarcoma. Lipoma on the other hand should demonstrate an almost complete signal loss when fat suppression techniques are used and have no or only minimal internal septations.

Although it is rare, hibernoma should be included in the differential diagnosis of lipomatous soft-tissue tumors. The imaging findings of hibernoma are not specific, other differential diagnostic considerations for a mass with signal similar to fat or containing large intratumoral vessels include angiolipoma, intramuscular hemangioma with fat, spindle cell lipoma, pleomorphic lipoma, lipoblastoma, hemangiopericytoma and hemangioendothelioma [21-25], as well as malignant processes including lipoma-like well differentiated liposarcoma and myxoid liposarcoma [15].

Histologically, 4 hibernoma variants have been described. The typical variant is the most frequent and displays a distinct lobular pattern. It is composed of eosinophilic granular cells and multivacuolated pale cells (adipocytes) with a clear appearance in variable proportions. The myxoid variant showed a variable proportion of loose acellular myxoid stroma. This variant causes the most problems for surgical pathologists, because multivacuolated hibernoma cells might be mistaken for lipoblasts, and these tumors may be confused with myxoid liposarcomas. The spindle cell variant shows similar histological features of spindle cell lipoma admixed with multivacuolated cells, often occurring in the neck or scalp. The lipoma-like variant comprises a few scattered hibernoma cells among a predominance of white-fat cells [26, 27].

Immunohistochemistry is not contributory, but S-100 protein is usually positive in both eosinophilic and pale cells and staining pattern of S-100-positive cells varies from focal to diffuse. Most tumors are CD34 negative [27]. By definition, hibernoma should be negative for CDK4 and MDM2, two markers that characterize well differentiated liposarcoma. In equivocal cases, immunohistochemistry can be supplemented by fluorescence in-situ hybridization (FISH) to exclude amplification of MDM2 and hence exclude atypical lipomatous tumor/lipo-
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sarcoma. Cytogenetic analyses of hibernomas have consistently revealed structural rearrangements of chromosome 11q13 and 11q21 [28-32], but these are not unique to hibernomas and have been also described in lipoma [30, 32].

Curative treatment of hibernoma is complete excision. Because the tumor usually has a well-defined capsule and does not show infiltrative growth pattern, preserving vital structures is recommended. The vascular supply is considerably more prominent in hibernoma than in lipoma, therefore it should be treated with care to avoid postoperative bleeding or hematoma formation [3]. Incomplete excision of hibernoma has been reported to result in regrowth of the tumor [33]. None of 66 cases with extended follow-up (mean, 7.7 yrs) in the series reported by Furlong et al from the AFIP recurred, even those tumors that were intramuscular [3].

In conclusion, hibernomas are benign rare tumors that show similarity to brown fat and occur at diverse soft tissue sites with a predilection for the thigh. They should be considered in the differential diagnosis of large and deeply seated fatty soft tissue tumors in any location. Due to their uniformly benign nature, distinction from atypical lipomatous tumor/well differentiated liposarcoma and from hibernoma-like myxoid liposarcoma is mandatory.
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